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20 YEARS OF SERVING OUR COMMUNITY.
A LIFETIME OF INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE.
Celebrating its 20th Year in 2022, Bay Area Health Trust is a Hamilton, Ontario based company
that operates life sciences businesses and invests in growth oriented opportunities with the
goal of returning value to its beneficiaries.

OUR BENEFICIARIES
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Introduction
As it celebrates its 20th year in service to its
beneficiaries, Bay Area Health Trust (BAHT)
is as relevant now as it has ever been and has
a growth plan in place for the next 20 years.
Whether through long-standing business units
that play a critical healthcare/life sciences role, or
urgent support for provincial programs that were
needed to help fight the spread of COVID-19,

BAHT was there to return value for both its
community and its beneficiaries. 2021/22 saw
BAHT taking steps to prepare for its third decade in
operation with a physical move to a more suitable
location to accommodate for growth, as well as
the launch of internal platforms to improve its
operational efficiencies and to stay at the cutting
edge of technology in the sectors it operates in.

Message from the CEO: Peter Kalra
Bay Area Health Trust would not be where we are today without
our people. Our success as an organization is reflective of the
hard work and determination that our incredible team has put
in over the last 20 years. As we look ahead, we are going to continue to
put our people first by investing in their growth and enabling them to
help build our future. It is this mindset that has allowed BAHT to serve
our community and make a difference in people’s lives. Whether through
physical infrastructure investments or new innovative technologies and
from products to service delivery, the health care sector is constantly
evolving. So, as we look ahead to the next 20 years, we must remain
committed to staying at the forefront of that evolution by operating at

PETER KALRA

PRESIDENT & CEO

the intersection of healthcare and innovation. Our primary goal is to
build a better future for the community.

Peter Kalra, President and CEO, Bay Area Health Trust, is leading the charge to prepare for sustainable growth of the Trust
into its next 20 years. Peter’s unique blend of multinational experience, combined with his entrepreneurial agility, has served
Bay Area Health Trust and its employees well as BAHT closed out one of its best years on record.
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McMaster Molecular Medium (MMM)
playing critical role in the fight against
COVID-19
In late 2020, BAHT signed an agreement with
McMaster University for the global rights to
McMaster Molecular Medium, a novel transport
media that is used by both private and public labs
in testing for COVID-19 and therefore, the fight
against its spread.

submission. This will significantly support MMM’s
commercialization efforts. BAHT thanks all those
who were involved in making it happen.
Just recently, MMM also received its Health Canada
Interim Order authorization which will allow it to
expand the channels in which it can be used. Future
regulatory wins should include an expansion of its
indicated uses for a larger spectrum of viruses and
bacteria that it can test for.

Millions of units of MMM have been utilized in the
fight against COVID-19, and with the ever evolving
variants continuing to have an impact on people’s
lives, there will be millions more being put to use.
Commercialization efforts for MMM expanded in
2021 on a number of fronts, including, but not limited
to, its regulatory pathway and the first international
market exposure.
During the summer months, BAHT presented MMM
at ExpoMed Eurasia, Arab Health and BioAsiaTaiwan
Health conferences. MMM continues to garner
interest internationally, establishing it well as
regulatory approvals for those markets are achieved.
In 2022, BAHT was awarded funding through the
Synapse/innovation Factory SOPHIE program, which
is a Fed Dev supported initiative designed to support
innovations within the Hamilton health care sector.
This funding is being used to develop MMM’s science
package which will directly support the US FDA

A specimen tube from the MMM.
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Answering the call
in the fight against COVID-19
In early 2021, BAHT answered the call of the
province, community, and Hamilton Health
Sciences. Help was needed to support the first and
subsequent vaccination cohorts as they were coming
in fast. By pivoting in the face of a global pandemic,
BAHT doubled down on its commitment to serve its
community during a time of need.

Members of teams from facilities,
information

technology

pharmacy,

clinical

services,

areas

and

schedulers, as well as physicians, were
instrumental in this success story. We also
extend our gratitude to our external partners
[Bay Area Health Trust, St. Joseph’s Healthcare
Hamilton,

Protecting Our Community:
Over 750,000 doses of the
COVID-19 vaccine were stored at
BAHT’s Wellington St. offices in 2021.

City

of

Hamilton,

Paramedic

Services, primary care groups and physicians]
who enabled the [vaccine] clinic’s creation and
operations since December.
Dave McCaig
Executive Vice President of Corporate Affairs
and Chief Financial Officer, HHS

Sections of BAHT’s building at 293 Wellington St. N were converted into a mass vaccination clinic.

INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE
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Part of the community
Bay Area Health Trust has been an active part of Hamilton’s life science community for twenty years. It prides itself on supporting
its purpose in many different ways. BAHT is involved with either sponsoring or participating in multiple community events
including, but not limited to:

iF Synapse Life Science Competition
The Synapse LIfe Science Competition is Ontario’s premier life science pitch
competition and is dedicated to fostering the commercialization of innovation
in the life sciences sector. Delivered by Innovation Factory, in collaboration
with the Synapse Consortium, this competition assists innovators, scientists and
researchers to bring their ideas to market, increase revenues, leverage intellectual
property, attract investment and create jobs.

DeGroote Innovative Solutions Competition
McMaster’s DeGroote School of Business DISC – the DeGroote Innovative
Solutions Competition – is a first of its kind, virtual case competition that took place
on November 13-14, 2021. MBA students from multiple universities participated
and presented solutions to pressing digitization challenges. The competition
motivates the students to combine their business acumen and creative design
skillset to develop tangible solutions to a real time business problem.

BASEF
The Bay Area Science and Engineering Fair (BASEF) is a regional fair providing
an opportunity for students to show off their work and gain recognition for their
effort. As well, through its affiliations, BASEF provides opportunities for students
to compete at the national and international levels.

SOPHIE Funding
SOPHIE funding supports collaborative projects for Ontario-based life science
firms requiring clinical/research expertise, evidence, or data to commercialize
their innovation, increase their sales or secure a “first buyer.” This funding bridges
access to Hamilton’s unique life sciences capabilities and research expertise with
the needs of life sciences companies that are in late stages of commercialization
and in need of financing to get to technology validation and first sale.

The Mark Preece Family House
When there is an accident or illness and a loved one is in the hospital, it is a crisis for
the whole family — especially if home and friends are far away. The Mark Preece
Family House is a caring place to call home for families of patients in Hamilton area
hospitals.
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Aging @ Home
In 2020, Bay Area Health Trust entered the
growing Aging at Home market. This important
and growing segment of health care related
products and services became even more critical
because of COVID-19 and its impact on the
elderly.
In addition to its novel suite of products that
help those stay safer in their own home longer,
in late 2021 Bay Area Health Trust rolled out its
newest product. Age Safe Canada is an online
training platform, and Senior Home Safety
Specialist (SHSS) is the first course that BAHT
launched under this banner.
The Senior Home Safety Specialist course
empowers professionals with actionable ways to

better help educate clients, older adults and their
family members on the serious issues of home
safety, fall prevention, financial exploitation and
personal safety.
The Senior Home Safety Specialist course will
become available to Mohawk College’s students
in early 2022 available to its Continuing
Education programs.
Many prominent organizations in Canada are
now offering the SHSS as part of their internal
professional
development
including
the
Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists
and the Ontario Society of Therapists while
many healthcare companies are considering the
program for employee on-boarding.
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Upgrading for future growth
Bay Area Health Trust and its operating
companies made a concerted effort in 2021
to upgrade, modernize, and integrate across
multiple departments.
The most significant of these is the start of a multiyear move into BAHT’s new headquarters, located
at 66 Innovation Drive in Dundas. Early this year,
the administrative functions, including the finance
and the business development teams moved their
offices into this new, multi purpose building.
The operational elements of Bay Area Research
and Logistics, BAHT’s largest business unit by
headcount, will gradually move its equipment and
personnel over throughout 2022. Reconstruction
and renovations of this new site will include
state-of-the-art equipment and clean rooms to
complement the upgrades in software that directly
impact BARL’s efficiencies.
These software upgrades and implementations
include a vastly improved, automated inventory
management system from a leading provider of
Digital Transformation and Operational Excellence
for manufacturing organizations worldwide.
Further improvements have been made in the
documentation system and quality management
systems, improving automation which prepares
BARL expansion into markets, and to service clients
that would benefit from these improvements.
These automations through technology improve
the efficiency of production and logistical processes
positions and will help achieve broader regulatory
standards such as ISO and MDSAP certifications.
The technological upgrades were not limited to
the operational floor. The finance team at BAHT

also set itself up to be more efficient into 2022
and beyond by implementing a new accounts
payable management system, which integrates
throughout the organization.

While there are many projects we can be
truly proud of as an organization, there is
one moment in our history that truly stands
out. Bay Area Health Trust made a bold
and forward-looking decision that in many
respects allowed the trust to always think big
when looking at new opportunities to grow
our business. We made a strategic investment
in the co-generation project, supporting the
creation of three power plants for Hamilton
Health Sciences, which resulted in savings of
$5 million annually.
This was the first private and public
partnership that our organization had been a
part of, and certainly not the last. The project
provided a consistent stream of power to
keep hospitals running, allowing us to truly
feel the power of serving our people, our
community. We are proud of this work and all
of what has followed since then.
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Bay Area Health Trust is:
Bay Area Research Logistics has become a clinical trial logistical
partner for leading researchers and pharmaceutical companies
throughout North America. The company’s growth has focused
on providing specialized services originating from research
institutions, biotech companies, pharmaceutical organizations
and investigator-initiated trials. We partner with investigators and
organizations in the logistical design and successful execution of
their clinical trials, both locally and around the world.

From our initial work in scanning and integrating records into
hospitals’ clinical information systems, we also serve clients in
other health care and health-related organizations, as well as
those in professional services where privacy and quality are
key requirements. Our systems and procedures allow clients to
achieve a paperless environment, while ensuring the costs and
errors associated with managing, maintaining and storing paper
records are eliminated.

Hitting New Records

In 2021, Bay Area Records digitized the highest volume of paper in its 17 year history;
more than 2 million pages of paper processed each month; 100,000 pages a day (based
on a 20-day month as we don’t usually work weekends).
2021 was 5% busier than 2020 and 9% busier than 2019 – pre-pandemic.

Bay Area Realty Limited predominately manages properties,
buildings and leases on behalf of Hamilton Health Sciences. Its
role can be owner, landlord, manager and/or liaison. Bay Area
Realty has resident expertise in the life sciences and healthcare
market segments. Its focus is on maximizing net operating income
by minimizing vacancy and utilizing our niche turnkey services.
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Bay Area Health Care Solutions serves companies from around
the corner to around the world who are looking to benefit from the
expertise of the only hospital system in Ontario providing specialty
care to people throughout the entire life cycle, from pre-birth
to old age. With access to one of the largest healthcare systems
in Canada, including a cancer centre and children’s hospital,
Bay Area Health Care experts provide a consultative role in the
development and/or distribution of programmatic, managerial
and infrastructure related health-care initiatives anywhere in the
world.

Bay Area Health Trust’s Business Development Office leads
the organization’s strategy to identify and deliver on revenue
generating partnerships. We are responsible for identifying and
expanding business opportunities with prospective partners,
be they our internal affiliates or external corporations or
organizations. The Business Development Office is dedicated to
forming partnerships with innovative companies and identifying
exceptional opportunities that are designed to improve quality,
service, and affordability for its beneficiaries; introduce innovative
products and services to the health care organization; and
generate attractive rates of return. Our unique environment offers
a strategic integration potential for commercial opportunities not
commonly found in health care. The business development office
is focused on securing these partnerships in support of our vision
and mission.

Bay Area Health Trust is based in Hamilton, Ontario
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A healthcare and life science
commercialization partner
like no other
Commercialization Case Study
The Research Institute of St. Joe’s
Hamilton is an academic and research
community focused on improving
the quality of life for its patients and
community members. They needed
to support the commercialization of
a novel molecular transport medium
during a time sensitive (pandemic)
period. Through the McMaster Industry
Liaison Office (MILO), BAHT was able
to determine the quickest way to bring
McMaster Molecular Medium (MMM)
to markets in Canada and around the
world.
MILO quickly determined that there are
few companies that check all of these
boxes, and therefore Bay Area Health
Trust was called.
In order for MMM to be successful,
MILO needed an organization that:
1) Has experience in deal structure
negotiations, be it with suppliers or end
user organizations (i.e., public health
labs, hospital procurement, private
distributors)
BAHT Solution:
• With a senior management team
with more than 75 combined years
of contract negotiations on both buy
and sell sides, and experience in all
major health care verticals, BAHT was
uniquely positioned for this project.
• Identification and vetting of qualified
contract manufacturers
2) Has capital to secure preproduction agreements with contract
manufacturers.

BAHT Solution:
• BAHT utilized its ‘Green Shoot Fund,’
which was created in 2019 to support
investments in opportunities that BAHT
determined through its internal START
assessment criteria.
3) Can secure sales contracts through
the public procurement process and
manage the brand through initial
stages of the sales cycle
BAHT Solution:
• BAHT assigned a designated task
force team made up of sales, supply
chain finance experts to identify
early adoption targets and enter into
discussions relating to the supply of
MMM in a pandemic environment.
• Full front and back-office support to
service agreements, patent strategy and
manufacturing operation oversight.
4) Can coordinate and provide insights
to the IP strategy
BAHT Solution:
• Engagement of patent lawyers
to determine the best approach to avoid
objections and maximize freedom to
operate
• Lead submissions for both Canadian
and international regulatory bodies
5) Has regulatory expertise
BAHT Solution:
• Regulatory department provided
strategic leadership for Canadian, US
and European markets GMP
• Secure IO first and leverage existing
pre-requisites to expand beyond our
borders

6) Has commercialization experience
BAHT Solution:
• Experienced business development
team secured distribution through
private channels and grew public health
relationships and contracts.
• Resulted in repeat orders from
Province of Ontario’s procurement
authority
• Showcased MMM at medical
conferences and international trade
shows

“Given the complexities
surrounding the
commercialization of a
molecular transport device
like MMM, we knew that
our partner had to have the
network and expertise to
bring this innovation from
the lab to a product across
Canada and the US. With
their depth and experience
in contract manufacturing,
regulatory, sales and
marketing, and distribution,
Bay Area Health Trust was at
the top of a very short list.”
Gay Yuyitung,
Executive Director, MILO
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Bay Area Health Trust
Management
Bay Area Health Trust is led by a dedicated team of experienced professionals crossing multiple sectors
and functions.

Peter Kalra

Paul McCracken

John Hands

President & CEO

CFO

Director, Business Development
Office

Marietjie MacMillian

Kaitlin Guarasci

Ann Kartick

Director, Finance

Director, Client Services

Controller

Lynn Faubert

Adam MacInnis

Catriona Franc

QA Manager

Logistics Manager

Business Operations Manager

and Business Analyst

I’m incredibly proud of everything Bay Area Health Trust has accomplished over the last 20 years!
We have and continue to do marvellous things for the community. As I reflect on everything we
have taken on, growth is the core theme. Taking the research logistics business from a single trial
to over 125 projects is an example. BAHT continues to thrive because of our adaptability and agility.

PAUL McCRACKEN
CFO

I’ve been with the trust for almost 20 years now, and the most significant thing I’ve noticed is the
growth. In July 2003, we were between four to five people working in a doctor’s house, and now
we are a well-established trust with a large number of employees and multiple facilities. We’re
big and booming. I am constantly impressed by our abilities as an organization. We have a very diverse
commercial portfolio, and yet each area of the trust is operated so well. BAHT’s intent has always been to
grab every opportunity and run with it, and we have been successful at doing that.

PEGGY VAN WYCK

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICER,
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

BAY AREA HEALTH TRUST

66 Innovation Drive
Dundas, ON L9H 7P3
+ 1 905-521-2248

info@baht.ca

bayareahealthtrust.com

